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Gauge fields are described on an Riemann-Cartan space-time by means of tensor-
valued differential forms and exterior calculus. It is shown that minimal coupling
procedure leads to a gauge invariant theory where gauge fields interact with torsion,
and that consistency conditions for the gauge fields impose restrictions in the non-
Riemannian structure of space-time. The new results differ from the well established
ones obtained by using minimal coupling procedure at the action formulation. The
sources of these differences are pointed out and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Einstein-Cartan theory is the natural theory of gravity that emerges from the local
gauge theory for the Poincare´ group, and it is in accordance with the present day exper-
imental data [1,2]. This theory has been discussed in recent years, and in particular the
problem of coupling gauge fields to Riemann-Cartan space-time U4 has been studied (see
for example [3] and references therein). The wide spread conclusion that gauge fields don’t
couple minimally to the non-Riemannian structure of space-time arises from an analysis
using minimal coupling procedure (MCP) at the Action level.
In this work it is shown that, by using MCP in the Minkowskian equations of motion
written by means of tensor-valued differential forms, one gets the U4 equations of motion
which will allow the interaction between gauge fields and the torsion. In order to have
consistent equations we are lead to the restriction that the trace of the torsion tensor must
be derived from a scalar potential. With this condition it is possible to get the U4 equations
of motion by using MCP at the Action level, provided that we introduce the invariant and
covariantly constant U4 volume element [4].
The work is organized in 5 sections, where the first is this introduction. In section 2,
basic facts on Riemann-Cartan geometry are briefly presented. Maxwell fields are described
on an U4 manifold in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of Section 3 are generalized to the
non-abelian case. In the last section, the dynamics for the U4 geometry and the similarity
between the new results and the dilaton gravity are discussed. Yet in the last section, it is
shown that the problems with gauge fields on U4 are connected with the Hodge star operator
(∗), which in U4 space-time must be different from the usual one of V4 space-time.
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II. THE U4 MANIFOLD
The Riemann-Cartan space-time U4 is characterized by its metric gαβ(x) and by its
metric-compatible connection Γµαβ , which is used to define the covariant derivative of a
vector as
DνA
µ = ∂νA
µ + ΓµνρA
ρ. (1)
The U4 connection is non-symmetric in its lower indices, and from its anti-symmetric part
can be defined the torsion tensor
S
γ
αβ =
1
2
(
Γγαβ − Γγβα
)
. (2)
One can write the connection as a function of the torsion tensor
Γγαβ =
{
γ
αβ
}
+ S γαβ − S γβ α + Sγαβ, (3)
where
{
γ
αβ
}
are the usual Christoffel symbols from Riemannian space-time V4. A quantity
that will be particularly useful is the trace of the connection (3), and using properties of
Christoffel symbols we get the following expression for it
Γααβ =
1√−g∂β
√−g + 2Sβ, (4)
where g is the determinant of the metric tensor, and Sβ is the trace of the torsion tensor
Sβ = S
α
αβ .
The case where the trace Sβ can be obtained from a scalar potential
Sβ(x) = ∂βΘ(x), (5)
will be crucial in our discussion. Under the condition (5) we have the following expression
for (4)
Γααβ =
e−2Θ√−g∂βe
2Θ
√−g. (6)
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It is important to note that the often used V4 relation between the exterior derivative of
an 1-form and the covariant derivative
dA = ∂αAβdx
α ∧ dxβ = DαAβdxα ∧ dxβ, (7)
is not valid in U4, where instead of (7) we have [5]
dA = ∂αAβdx
α ∧ dxβ =
(
DαAβ +
1
2
S
ρ
αβ Aρ
)
dxα ∧ dxβ 6= DαAβdxα ∧ dxβ. (8)
We will see that the difference between (7) and (8) is the origin of the problems with the
use of MCP in the tensorial equations of motion in U4.
III. ABELIAN FIELDS
It is well known that Maxwell’s equations can be expressed by means of differential
forms and exterior calculus. This description is the most “economical”, in the sense that it
requires the minimal from the geometry of the manifold. Differential forms and their exterior
derivatives are covariant objects in any differentiable manifold, in spite of the manifold is
endowed with a connection or not. We will see that this description can be considered as
the most fundamental one, not due to aesthetic arguments, but by physical reasons.
In order to study Maxwell’s equations in a metric differentiable manifold, we introduce
a fundamental quantity, the electromagnetic potential 1-form
A = Aαdx
α, (9)
and from the potential 1-form we can define the Faraday’s 2-form
F = dA =
1
2
Fαβ dx
α ∧ dxβ, (10)
where Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα is the usual electromagnetic tensor.
It should be noted that (9) plays the role of a connection in the principal bundle
P(M, U(1)), where the base space M is the space-time and the electromagnetic gauge
group U(1) is the fiber. If the bundle P(M, U(1)) is trivial, as for example for M = R4,
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we can assure that a single gauge connection (9) is defined globally. However, for a non-
trivial bundle we can define only locally the gauge connection. This is the Dirac monopole
case where, due to the P(S2, U(1)) non-triviality, we need at least two gauge potentials to
describe it [6]. We will ignore by now these problems.
The homogenous Maxwell’s equations arise naturally due to the definition (10) as a
consequence of Poincare´’s lemma [5]
dF = d(dA) =
1
2
∂γFαβ dx
γ ∧ dxα ∧ dxβ = 0, (11)
and in terms of components we have
∂[γFαβ] = 0, (12)
where [ ] means antisymmetrization.
The non-homogenous equations in Minkowski space-time are given by
d∗F = 4pi∗J, (13)
where ∗J = 1
3!
εαβγδJ
αdxβ ∧ dxγ ∧ dxδ is the current 3-form constructed from the current
vector Jδ and
∗F =
1
4
εαβγδF
γδ dxα ∧ dxβ, (14)
is the dual of Faraday’s 2-form, constructed from it by using εαβγδ, the totally antisymmetric
symbol, and the metric tensor.
By an accurate analysis of (13) one can see that it is not covariant in a curved space-
time, because of ∗F is not a scalar 2-form, but it is a relative scalar 2-form with weight −1,
due to the anti-symmetrical symbol. Now we assume that the manifold is endowed with a
connection to use it in order to cast (13) in a covariant way. This is
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done by substituting the exterior derivative by the covariant one
d∗F → D∗F = 1
3!
(
∂α
∗Fβγ + Γ
ρ
ρα
∗Fβγ
)
δαβγµνω dx
µ ∧ dxν ∧ dxω, (15)
where δαβγµνω is the generalized Kronecker delta. The covariant exterior derivative in (15) takes
into account that ∗Fαβ =
1
2
εαβγδF
γδ is a relative (0, 2) tensor with weight −1. One can check
that D∗F is a relative scalar 3-form with weight −1. We have then the following covariant
generalization of (13)
D∗F = 4pi∗J. (16)
Equations (11) are already in a covariant form in any differentiable manifold.
The informations about the geometry of the manifold are contained in the metric tensor
gαβ(x) used in the construction of
∗F (14), and in the trace of the connection used to define
the covariant exterior derivative (15). Therefore we can think that equations (16) and (11)
were obtained from Minkowskian ones by means of MCP used at differential forms level.
The components expression for (16) in an Riemann-Cartan space is
1√−g∂µ
√−gF νµ + 2SµF νµ = 4piJν . (17)
One can see that equation (17), obtained by using MCP at differential forms level, allows
the interaction of electromagnetism with torsion of space-time without destroying gauge
invariance.
Taking the covariant exterior derivative in both sides of (16) we get
4piD∗J = 1
4!
(
∂λΓ
ρ
ρµ
)
∗Fνωδ
λµνω
αβγδ dx
α ∧ dxβ ∧ dxγ ∧ dxδ, (18)
and to have a generalized conservation condition for the current we need that
∂λΓ
ρ
ρµ − ∂µΓρρλ = 0, (19)
which has, at least locally, as general solution [5]
Γρρµ = ∂µf(x). (20)
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Using that
{
ρ
ρµ
}
= ∂µ ln
√−g, equation (20) will have general solution only if the trace of the
torsion tensor obeys (5). In this case f(x) = ln
(
e2Θ
√−g
)
. When J = 0, the condition (20)
is a consistency condition for equation (16). Under the condition (5) we have the following
components expression for (16)
e−2Θ√−g∂µe
2Θ√−gF νµ = 4piJν , (21)
and for the generalized conservation condition we have
e−2Θ√−g∂µe
2Θ√−gJµ = 0. (22)
It must be stressed that if the trace of the torsion tensor does not obey (5) we cannot obtain
a generalized conservation condition.
One can ask now if it is possible to obtain the non-homogeneous equations (21) from an
Action principle. We know that in Minkowski space-time, the non-homogeneous equations
are gotten from the following action
S = −
∫ (
4pi∗J ∧A + 1
2
F ∧ ∗F
)
. (23)
Besides the metrical tensor, the unique non-covariant term in (23) is the implicit measure
dv =
1
4!
εαβγδdx
α ∧ dxβ ∧ dxγ ∧ dxδ. (24)
In order to get a covariant measure we need to introduce a scalar density. In this case the
choice
dv =
1
4!
e2Θ
√−gεαβγδdxα ∧ dxβ ∧ dxγ ∧ dxδ, (25)
leads to a covariantly constant measure [4], Dµe
2Θ√−g = 0. With this new measure one
gets the following coordinate expression for (23)
S =
∫
d4x e2Θ
√−g
(
−1
4
FαβF
αβ + 4piJαAα
)
. (26)
It is easy to check that we can obtain equations (21) from the action (26). We can check
also that equations (12) and (21) are invariant under the usual U(1) gauge transformation
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Aµ → Aµ + ∂µϕ. (27)
We would like to stress the importance of the generalized conservation condition (22) to
guarantee the gauge invariance of the action (26).
Now we can discuss the usual way of coupling Maxwell fields to torsion, in which one
applies MCP at the level of tensorial equations. In the usual way of coupling, we loose gauge
invariance and also the homogeneous equation (12). Applying usual MCP to the equation
(12) we get
∂[αF˜βγ] + 2S
ρ
[αβF˜γ]ρ = 0, (28)
where F˜αβ = Fαβ − 2S ραβ Aρ. One can check that (28) has no general solutions. The origin
of the problem is the difference between exterior derivatives and covariant ones pointed out
in section 2. In V4 there exist an “equivalence” between exterior derivatives and covariant
ones, and due to this in V4 it makes no difference if one applies MCP at differential forms or
at tensorial levels. In U4 we have another situation, and due to the “inequivalence” between
exterior and covariant derivatives we don’t get the same result applying MCP at different
levels. Based in these facts one claims that the differential forms representation for Maxwell
equations are the most fundamental one.
IV. NON-ABELIAN FIELDS
In order to generalize the results of section 3 for the non-abelian case one needs to
introduce the non-abelian potential 1-form
A = Aaµλ
adxµ, (29)
where λa are the generators of the gauge Lie group G,
[
λa, λb
]
= fabcλc. (30)
Latin indices are reserved to the group manifold, and the summation convention for repeated
indices is adopted. Let us restrict ourselves to compact semisimple Lie groups, so that the
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structure constants are anti-symmetrical under the change of any couple of indices. Any
element g ∈ G can be written as
g(x) = exp iθa(x)λa, (31)
where θa(x) are the group continuous parameters.
Here it’s important the same comment already made in Section 2. The gauge potential
1-form (29) plays the role of a connection in the principal bundle P(M,G), and we can
assure the global validity of a single gauge potential only for trivial bundles. [6]
From (29) we can define the 2-form equivalent to (10),
F = DA = dA+ A ∧ A = 1
2
F aµνλ
adxµ ∧ dxν , (32)
where F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν−∂νAaµ+fabcAbµAcν is the usual non-abelian strength tensor. The derivative
D is the covariant derivative that has the appropriated transformation law under gauge
transformations.
As in the abelian case, the homogeneous non-abelian equations are a consequence of
Bianchi identity
DF = dF + A ∧ F − F ∧ A = 1
2
(
∂µF
a
ων + A
b
µF
c
ωνf
abc
)
λadxµ ∧ dxω ∧ dxν = 0. (33)
The non-homogenous equation for non-abelian gauge fields are written as the Maxwell ones
(13). For simplicity and without generality loss, we will treat the case without sources:
D∗F = d∗F + A ∧ ∗F − ∗F ∧A = 1
2
(
∂µ
∗F aων + A
b
µ
∗F cωνf
abc
)
λadxµ ∧ dxω ∧ dxν = 0, (34)
where the dual of the non-abelian strength tensor is defined as in (14). In the same way of
abelian case, equation (33) is already in a covariant form, but due to the term ∗F , equation
(34) must be generalized in a curved space-time. To cast (34) in a covariant way, one needs
to substitute d∗F → D∗F in (34) as we did in (15). The derivative D is defined as
D∗F = d∗F + ω ∧ ∗F, (35)
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where ω = Γρραdx
α. We can check that (35) is equivalent to (15). Using the derivative D we
get the following generalization for (34)
D∗F = d∗F + ω ∧ ∗F + A ∧ ∗F − ∗F ∧ A =
=
1
2
(
∂µ
∗F aων + Γ
ρ
ρµ
∗F aων + A
b
µ
∗F cωνf
abc
)
λadxµ ∧ dxω ∧ dxν = 0. (36)
In order to equations (33) and (36) have non trivial solutions one needs that D(DF ) =
D(D∗F ) = 0. Using the fact that DF and D∗F are respectively an 3-form and a relative
3-form with weight −1, we can obtain
D(DF ) = d(DF ) + A ∧ (DF ) + (DF ) ∧ A = 0, (37)
for the homogenous equation (33). For the case of the non-homogeneous equation (36) we
have
D(D∗F ) = d(D∗F ) + ω ∧D∗F + A ∧ (D∗F ) + (D∗F ) ∧ A = dω ∧ ∗F, (38)
and to get the desired condition D(D∗F ) = 0, we are enforced to have dω = 0. Since ω is an
1-form and it is closed, by the converse of Poincare´ lemma, we have at least in a star-shaped
region that ω is exact, ω = df , what is the same result that we got in the abelian case.
Under the hypothesis (5) we have the usual coordinate expression for (33)
εαβγδ
(
∂βF
a
γδ + A
b
βF
c
γδf
abc
)
= 0, (39)
and the following expression for the generalized non-homogeneous equation (34)
e−2Θ√−g∂µe
2Θ√−gF a νµ + AbµF c νµfabc = 0. (40)
One can check that the equations (39) and (40) are invariant under the usual non-abelian
gauge transformation
Aµ → gAµg−1 + g∂µg−1, (41)
where Aµ = A
a
µλ
a. It is clear from (40) that non-abelian gauge fields are sensitive to the
non-Riemannian structure of space-time.
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As in the abelian case, one can try to get equation (40) from an Action principle. We
know that in Minkowski space-time the non-homogeneous equations are gotten form the
action
S = −1
2
∫
trace (F ∧ ∗F ) , (42)
which has the following coordinate expression
S = −1
4
∫
d4x trace
(
F aµνF
bµνλaλb
)
= −1
4
∫
d4xF aµνF
aµν , (43)
where the normalization condition: trace(λaλb) = δab, was assumed for the group generators.
In order to cast (42) in a covariant way, one needs to substitute the metric tensor used
in the definition of the dual and to modify the measure of integration. We pick the same
measure used in the abelian case (25), and get
S = −1
2
∫
e2Θ
√−g trace(F ∧ ∗F ), (44)
which has the following coordinate expression
S = −1
4
∫
d4x e2Θ
√−gF aµνF aµν . (45)
Equations (40) follow from minimization of (45). It’s easy to realize that the action (45) is
invariant under non-abelian gauge transformation (41).
V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
Let us summarize the results of previous sections. The Action for gauge fields in U4
space time is given by
S = −1
2
∫
e2Θ
√−g trace(F ∧ ∗F ) = −1
4
∫
d4x e2Θ
√−gF aµνF aµν .
The U4 equations of motion are
εαβγδ
(
∂βF
a
γδ + A
b
βF
c
γδf
abc
)
= 0,
e−2Θ√−g∂µe
2Θ√−gF a νµ + AbµF c νµfabc = 0,
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where the last equations follow from the Action principle. It’s easy to check that the abelian
limit of these results corresponds to the Maxwell model of Section 3. These results are valid
in an Riemann-Cartan space-time where the trace of the torsion tensor can be derived from
a scalar potential, Sα = ∂αΘ. On the other hand, we cannot get consistent equations if the
trace cannot be obtained from a scalar potential.
It should be noted that the existence of the scalar Θ, such that Sα = ∂αΘ, was assured
by the converse of the Poincare´ lemma, and then, one cannot assure that only one scalar Θ is
enough to define globally the trace Sα. This will depend on the topology of the space-time
manifold M. As an example, for M = R4 we can define the trace Sα globally from an
unique scalar Θ.
In our discussion, the space-time manifold is considered as independent from the gauge
fields. Gauge fields impose some restrictions on the geometry, but its dynamics is not
affected by the gauge fields. The geometry is treated as an external field. But we know,
from General Relativity, that the dynamics of the space-time geometry must be governed
by the non-gravitational fields, in this case the gauge fields. An interesting point is to
introduce the geometry of the space-time in the discussion, by adding a term for it in the
Action principle.
With the assumption that the dynamics of the U4 geometry is given by an Einstein-
Hilbert action with the volume element (25), we get the following action for the full system:
S = −
∫
d4x e2Θ
√−g
(
1
4
F aµνF
aµν +R
)
, (46)
where R is the scalar of curvature, calculated from the connection (3) with the conventions
of the reference [2]. From the variation of (46) with respect to gµν and Sαβγ one gets the
following equations for the U4 geometry:
RV4µν = 2DµSν −
4
3
gµνSρS
ρ − 1
2
(
F aµαF
a α
ν +
1
2
gµνF
a
ωρF
aωρ
)
,
DµS
µ = −3
8
FµνF
µν , (47)
S˜αβγ = 0.
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In (47), S˜αβγ is the tracelles part of the torsion tensor
Sαβγ = S˜αβγ +
1
3
(gαγSβ − gβγSα) , (48)
and RV4µν is the V4 Ricci tensor, calculated from the Christoffel symbols. The equations (47)
point out new features of Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity with the new volume element
[7]. In particular, one can see that gauge fields are sources of torsion, and that the torsion
propagates.
The similarity between (46) and the action for dilaton gravity, derived from a pertur-
bative approach for bosonic strings [8,9], is surprising. The peculiar Θ-dependence of the
measure in (46) is identical to the dilaton dependence of the measure in the effective action
for gravity with one-loop string-theoretic corrections. These topics are now under investiga-
tion.
The problems of covariance of the equations of motion always was connected with the
duals of the strength tensors, and we would like to dedicate the last subsection to this topic.
A. Hodge star operator
The mathematical essence of the problems with the covariance presented in the last two
sections, is the duality transformations, i.e. Hodge star (∗) operation [6]. The problems with
covariance could be avoided if one changes appropriately the Hodge star operator for an U4
manifold. For this purpose, we introduce the ∗ operator following [6].
Be M a n-dimensional differentiable manifold endowed with a metric gµν and with a
metric-compatible connection Γαγβ , and Ω
m(M) the space of differential m-forms on it. The
Hodge ∗ operator is a linear operator
∗ : Ωm(M)→ Ωn−m(M), (49)
which for a Riemannian manifold has the following action on a basis vector of Ωm(M)
∗(dxα1 ∧ dxα2 ∧ ... ∧ dxαm) =
√
g
(n−m)!ε
α1...αm
βm+1...βn
dxβm+1 ∧ ... ∧ dxβn , (50)
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where εα1...αn is the totally anti-symmetrical symbol. The action of (50) on the basis vector
for Ω0(M) gives
∗1 =
√
g
n!
εα1...αndx
α1 ∧ ... ∧ dxαn = √gd4x, (51)
that is the invariant and covariantly constant volume element for a Riemannian manifold.
In an Riemann-Cartan space-time, the volume element (51) is not covariantly constant,
in contrast to the Riemannian case, as one can check using the fact that
√
g is a scalar
density
Dµ
√
g = ∂µ
√
g − Γααµ
√
g = −2Sµ√g. (52)
To get an invariant and covariantly constant volume element for an Riemann-Cartan space-
time that obeys (5) one needs to modify the Hodge ∗ operator by
∗(dxα1 ∧ dxα1 ∧ ... ∧ dxα1) = h(x)
(n−m)!ε
α1...αm
βm+1...βn
dxβm+1 ∧ ... ∧ dxβn , (53)
where the scalar density h(x) is such that ∂µh = Γ
ν
νµh. We already know that h(x) = e
2Θ√g.
Using (53) to define the duals used in the equations of motion and in the Lagrangian we
will get automatically the U4 covariant equations.
It is not clear if one can define a Hodge ∗ operator in order to obtain a invariant and
covariantly constant volume element for the case of Riemann-Cartan space-times not obeying
(5).
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